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Context & Objectives
The longstanding problem of discovery probabilities dates back to World War II with no less than
Alan Turing codebreaking the Axis forces Enigma coding machine at Bletchley Park. The problem
can be simply sketched as follows: an experimenter samples units, say animals, from a population and
records their types, say species. Questions in the discovery probability problem include:
What is the probability that the next sampled animal coincides with a species already observed a
given number of times? or that it is a newly discovered species?
Applications are not limited to ecology but span bioinformatics, genetics, machine learning, multiarmed bandits, and so on. . .
Classical and highly popular estimators for discovery probabilities were proposed by Good and
Turing (GT) (Good, 1953), however they suffer from some inconsistencies. Known results about
confidence intervals for GT include McAllester and Schapire (2000); McAllester and Ortiz (2003);
Berend and Kontorovich (2013). Bayesian nonparametric (BNP) estimators were first investigated by
Lijoi et al. (2007). Interestingly, these BNP estimators take on the form of a convex combination of the
GT estimators and some a priori smoothing quantity. Arbel et al. (2016) recently derived the exact
posterior distribution of discovery probabilities, leading to credible intervals for BNP estimators.
The objective of the thesis is to compare performances of BNP and of GT estimators, both on
simulated data and on real data. Specifically, we will study (classical) confidence intervals of GT
estimators and (Bayesian) credible intervals of BNP estimators, both for finite sample size and for
sample size growing to infinity.
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